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Academic Year 2018- 2019 
Third Term 

English Revision Sheet 

 

Name    Date________ 
 

Grade: 1/____ 

 

Part A: Reading Comprehension 

Task 1: Read the story below. Then answer the questions that 

follow. 

The sun, the stars and the moon 
 

 In the sky, you can see the sun, stars, and the moon. The 

sun is up during the day. The sun is a star made of hot gases. 

It is very hot. The sun gives us light and heat. All living things 

need sunlight to grow. 

 We can see the stars at night. They give off light like 

the sun. There are more stars than we can count. Some people 

see shapes made by the stars. 

 The moon is out at night. Sometimes we can still see it 

during the day! The moon is a large ball of rock that circles 

Earth. The moon does not give off its own light. It reflects 

light from the sun. 
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1. What is this passage about? 

 

This passage is about the sun, the starts and the moon. 

2. Which objects do give off own light? 

 

The sun and the starts give off own light. 

3. What is the sun? 

The sun is a star made of hot gases. 

 

 

4. How can you describe the moon? 

 The moon is a large ball of rock that circles Earth. 

 

5. What do all living things need to grow? 

All living things need sunlight to grow. 

 

(The answers may vary.) 
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Part B. Language (Grammar) 

Task 2: Circle each command below. 

1. Put your books on the table. 

2. We want to play in the playground. 

3. Write your name on the paper. 

4. Bring your paper and pencil to my desk. 

5. I will call you when I reached home. 

 

Task 3: Write these commands on the lines correctly.  

1. Come and feed the giraffe. 

 

2. Read the short stories to us. 

 

3. Pick up your brush from the table. 
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Task 4: Circle each proper noun that names a special people, place, 

animal or thing. 

1. I saw my friend’s picture in Al Khaleej newspaper. 

2. My favorite shopping center is Mega Mall. 

3. Mrs. Jessica is our school principal. 

4. I have a pet dog whose name is Tom. 

 

Task 5: Fill in the blanks using the words from the box. 

 

 

1. ____This________ is my hat. 

 

 

2. ____Those____ are my brother’s toys. 

 

 

3. Sarah likes _____these____ nice flowers. 

 

 

this        that        those        these 
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Task 6: Choose the correct verb for each blank. 

 

 

 

1. Karam         swims         in the swimming pool. 

 

2. Miss Green         teaches         ballet dance for her students.  

 

3. They         play        together in the big plastic tab. 

 

4. She     sings         the world’s most beautiful song. 

 

5. A boy and a dog          run      on the sand. 

 

Task 7: Write action verb or proper noun next to each word. 

1. Mamzar park   proper noun   5. read   action verb 

 

2. swims action verb    6. Malik   proper noun 

 

3. Dr. Rommel proper noun          7. drives   action verb 

 

4. sing  action verb                    8. Etisalat    proper noun 

 

5.run     3.play     2.teaches      1.swims      4.sings    

run 
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Task 8: Circle the verbs that tell what happened in the past. 

Write these verbs on the line. 
 

1. We knew that our school                             at 1 pm yesterday. 

starts     started 

 

2. The dog                                   very far two hours ago. 

          jumped      jumps 

 

3. Jinan                                at the pictures last month. 

        looks     looked 

 

4. Mr. John                                up his best friend last night. 

            picks    picked 

 

5. Yesterday Ward                                   his dad to make a lunch. 

                    helped      helps 

 

Task 9: Draw a line from each pair of words to its contractions. 

can not                              don’t 

Let us                                It’s 

do not                              can’t 

It is                                Let’s 
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Task 10: Read the sentences. Circle the sentence that tells about 

the picture. 

1. Those are Malik’s balloons. 

These are Malik’s cupcakes. 

 
2. He saw a man’s short hair. 

I saw a woman’s long hair. 

 

3. That is the engineer’s designed plan. 

This is the teacher’s lesson plan. 

 

4. My dog’s four legs are short. 

My cat’s tail is very long. 

 

 

Part C: Vocabulary 

Task 11: Match the following words with their meanings: 

know       No time or not ever. 

never  To be away or in another place. 

out  To have information about something. 

grow   It is a color. 

fall  The season after summer 

green  To get bigger 
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Task 12: Complete each sentence using a word from the box. 

 

1. I would like to have my                                 cat. 

2. Reading and writing make me                           happy. 

3. Did you see my                                     bag? 

4. I am glad that lunch                                     at one o’clock. 

5. She feels very happy when I saw her                                   dress. 

6. Ahmed takes his hat                       from the big box. 

 

Part D: Spellings and Phonics 

Task 13: Write the correct word to complete each sentence. 

1. The king of this country is very                    . 

2. The                              was very small and soft. 

3. How                              does it cost? 

4. I try to                               all the nuts from the plate. 

5. Our teacher allows us to sit on the                            . 

4.starts    6.off       2.very      3.brown     5.new      1.own 

4.chop 

2.chick 

3.much 

1.rich 

5.bench 
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Task 14: Read the words with the (sh), (ch), (ph), (wh), sounds in 

the box bellow. Write the word that matches the picture. 

lunch     chimp    phone     chick     ship 

bench         photo         wheel 
 

 

 

   lunch                        phone                        chimp                         chick 

 

 

 

wheel                             photo                         bench                        ship 
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Part E: Writing 

 

Task 16: Complete the narrative essay about your best friend. 

 

 

My Best Friend 

 

 

_________________________   is my best friend. 

First, _______________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

Also ________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

Finally, ______________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

I am so lucky that ______________  is my best friend. 

 

(The answer / text may vary.) 
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